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Good morning, Chairman Geist Chairman McGeehan and Committee members. 

I am Ronald W, Kosh, Vice President of Public and Government Affairs for AAA 
Mid-Atlantic. 

Thank you for allowing AAA the opportunity to address the issue of Red Light 
Cameras this morning. 

AAA was founded more than a cemry ago advocate for and protect motorists' 
interests and to advance road and pedestrian safety. We currently have some 
three million members in the Commonwealth. 

AAA policy is explicit - traffic enforcement, and especially automated means 
such as red light cameras, must be clearly focused upon safety, not revenue 
geaeration, to earn AAA support. 

AAA Mid-Atlantic strongly supported the original Philadelphia red light c m r a  
program with the firm caveat that it operate with certain protections for motorists, 
many of which were incorporated into the enabling lehlation, such as: 

o Posted warning signs telling motorists that red light cameras are present. 
o Reasonable and appropriate penalties defined in the legislation. 
o The mandate that camera vendor be paid a flat amount that in no way 

correlates to the number of citations issued. 
o PennDot has sole responsibility for approving intersections. 
o Cameras are sited based solely upon crash data not traffic volume. 
o YelIow light timing must be no less than federal standards according to the 

Uniform Mmual. 
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o All revenue must go to the Motor License Fund 'to pay for safety and 
mobility p m j d  throughout the state not just the local jurisdiction. 

We believe the enabling legislation that allowed Philadelphia to iflstalI cameras 
was well designed and has allawed Pennsylvania to avoid many of the abusas we 
have found in other states. 

For example, in Glassboro, New Jersey -- the first southern New Jersey 
municipality to issue a red light camera ticket admitted that it issued 12,000 
Wets  worth $1 million at an intersection where the yellow light time was 
illegally s b .  Motorists were given just 3 seconds of yellow warn& before a e  
camera began snapping -- as opposed to the 4 seconds mandated by state 
regulations. We also have found shortened amber times in other stsltes as well 
and in every case the cameras were under the juris

di

ction of a city or municipality 
that aka claimed all Ehe revenue. 

You should also note that t h e  &-light camera discussiom in Pennsylvania 
comes just as a backlash against the tecttnology is spreading across the country. In 
2010, the Qhio legislature overwhelmingly approved a bilI prohibiting the use of 
red-light cameras and speed cameras in the state. In addition, some major cities 
sueh as Los Angeles, Houston, and Colorado Springs lave recently deactivated 
the red-light camem. San Diego and othew had already done so a few years ago. 

The purpose of red light cameras is not to catch irresponsible drivers in the act of 
intentionally running a red light and it is wkainly not to merely enhance revenue. 
Considerable mitigation of ma light running can also be accamplished by 
atending the amber time* which has been dane in some cities that have 
efiminated their cameras. 

The objectiw should be to focus on slowing motorists down, 01 t~ stop them from 
mnning red lights in the first place -in order to prevent crashes fmm occurring 
and pedastrims from being hit, 

While camera8 are meant to serve as a deterrent and to take the place of police 
officers who can't be at every intersection, the AAA experience with the abuse of 
the technology has been to not blindly accept the success of these ppms 

We have from the beginning, on beha of motorisrs, demanded transparency and 
accountability. 

IfPennsylvani~ has identified red-light hlnning as a safety issue, AAA believes 
that a substantial commitment be first employed to address the problem. For 
example: 

o Public education about the dangers of red light running; 
o Engineering and mc management improvement5 to change 

environmenral conditions at problwaric intersections; 



o A study to determine that signal timing has been established in accordance 
with accepted tFHic engineering standards; 

o Commitment of unifpnned police officers to immediately ticket red-light 
runners atld provide a visible deterrent at locations known for chronic 
problems or accidents. - Prior to any program beiig instituted, the jutisdictional entity should publicly 

disclose information and analysis about the number of red light violators and 
intersection crashes, including comparative data that justifies the irrstdation of 
cameras. For example, the University of New Mexieo studied 20 Albuquerque 
intersections moaitored by red light cameras. Researchers found safety had 
declined or not improved at a third of the intersections. 

To avoid such issues in Pennsylvania, traff~c engineering studies must first be 
performed on intersections proposed for monitoring. As noted by the 
Transportation Advisory Committee final report of October 201 1, "...a uotentia( 
ngaa?ive with the cwrem law is that it neither defines anu intmspctlon selecrion 
crireria nor reauires an enpineering studv to be uerfonned" 

The qmr t  correctly states that "...haw this in alace would confirm thatthere 
are no exis th  arsblems with the enistin# rraFfc s i~wls .  efc.. at uro~osed A-RLE 
intersections. This would atso im~xove accountobilitv, as selection criteria would 
ensure consistencv and fransuarencv with the uublir." 

In general, A M  is concerned about the considerable lack of relevant stlrtisticaI 
disclosure, and analysis, especially when more cameras are being installed in 
Philadelphia and in some 550 municipalities across the nation. 

8 Will wrpanding cameras across Pennsylvania make our roads and streets safer? It 
is a fair question given the rapid expansion of the red light camera program. 

Even with vendor payments limited to flat monthly fees, their revenue grows, as 
does government revenue, every time another camera is installed. Moreover, the 
Pennsylvania Transportation Advisory Committeeas find report specifically states 
that "... most sianafized locationsocross the state would not be self-s~uaortinn. " 

The bottom line is: How will the success of the program be measured? If it will 
be measured by the number of tickets issued and revenue collected, then it will 
never win the trust of Pennsylvania motorists. The only true success measure is 
whether the number of crashes and fatalities due to red light running ha.s declined. 

AAA believes a poperly-designed, responsibly-operated automated red light 
enforcement program can become a valuable tool for police and WIC safety 
professionals to improve the safety of our roads and save lives. But they me not a 
substitute for safely-engineered intersections with properly-timed traffic signals, 

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today, 
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